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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the problem of efficient energy use on a fixed route for 
solar car racing. Solar cars are electric vehicles that can charge the battery while traveling using 
a built-in solar array. Solar car races are characterized by very long distances and prohibition 
of wall charging: vehicles can only be charged using solar energy. This alone creates a serious 
energy shortage, but coupled with the main goal of finishing in the shortest possible time, the 
task becomes even more complex. Thus, proper power management is the key to success. Since 
optimization of power management strategy is a computationally intensive process, modified 
route representation and use of automatic differentiation are advised to raise the performance of 
the optimization process. The proposed methods are implemented in the SPbPUStrat software 
solution, which is capable of solving the problem in a short time: this allows the strategy to be 
recalculated in full upon request.
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Аннотация. Статья посвящена проблеме эффективного использования энергии на 
заданном маршруте в гонках солнцемобилей. Солнцемобили это электромобили с воз-
можностью заряда по ходу движения с помощью встроенных солнечных панелей. Гонки 
солнцемобилей характеризуются очень длинными дистанциями и запретом подзарядки от 
электросети во время соревнований, болиды могут заряжаться только от солнечной энер-
гии. Это создаёт большой недостаток энергии, а в сочетании с целью соревнований в виде 
минимизации времени прохождения дистанции, задача ещё больше усложняется. Поэтому 
критически важно правильно использовать энергию на дистанции. Но оптимизация ре-
жимов использования энергии имеет высокую вычислительную сложность, поэтому для 
ускорения процесса предложено использовать модифицированное представление марш-
рута и автоматическое дифференцирование. Методы реализованы в программном ком-
плексе SPbPUStrat, способном решать проблему за короткое время, что позволяет перейти 
к пересчёту стратегии энергопотребления в полном разрешении по запросу.
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Introduction

There are quite a few engineering sports competitions. Often used as a competitive testing ground, 
they help to develop new approaches for solving real-world problems. One of the sustainability-focused 
competitions mentioned is the solar car racing. Each participating team must build a compliant solar 
car and drive it over a specified route in the shortest possible time on a single battery charge. But the task 
seems to be problematic because race courses usually last thousands of kilometers and charging from the 
grid is prohibited. Participating vehicles are only allowed to charge using built-in solar panels. The lack 
of energy contradicts the main goal, to complete the route as fast as possible, and creates the need to use 
available resources in the most optimal way.

Vehicle models used for optimizing the movement of regular vehicles on the route are not suitable 
for vehicles using alternative power sources. There is a substantial difference in how those vehicles re-
plenish energy. Unlike conventional cars, which only spend stored energy, solar cars can be recharged 
from solar panels as they move. The rate at which a solar car obtains energy depends on environmental 
conditions such as solar radiation and weather [1], making it dependent on both time and location. But 
energy consumption, as in the case of conventional cars, depends on the profile of the road surface and 
the movement speed. This discrepancy between the energy expenditure and the replenishment signif-
icantly complicates the problem. Energy replenishment can be reduced to an indirect dependence on 
the movement speed, but only at the cost of generating recurrence relations. Considering the goal of 
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finishing the race in the shortest possible time, this may lead to some counterintuitive conclusions: at 
some point in the race, it may be more efficient to go faster with more energy consumption, because the 
energy gain later will be even greater. That’s why usually teams in solar car competitions rely heavily on 
energy management software for computing efficient power management strategies.

The common approach comes down to building a solar car model and formulating an optimization 
problem in terms of selecting the best controlling inputs to minimize the travel time over the fixed route 
while satisfying plausibility conditions. The route is usually represented in discrete form as a series of 
sections connecting route points, with ideally one section corresponding to one control input in the 
form of speed. Considering that, the problem takes the following form (1):

where Δsi is a route section length, Vi is a speed on i-th route segment, Ei is an energy at i-th point of 
the route, N is the number of route points (with N – 1 route segments). Ei represents the energy balance 
and can be identified as follows (2):

The                             is a nonlinear inequality, so the (1) problem can be classified as 
a single-criteria problem with nonlinear constraints.

Since the routes in solar car races are of great length, the number of track sections is also very large, 
which leads to the curse of dimensionality. As a result, the problem is considered to be too big to be 
solved in a direct form. Existing works resort to either simplifying the problem by reducing its resolution 
[2–4], or by optimizing only for the short distance in front of the solar car with full resolution [5, 6]. 
Some of these approaches [2, 5, 6] support the so-called online mode, where the strategy is recalculated 
on demand. But none of them allows obtaining a solution for the full problem size, let alone it being 
calculated on request in a short amount of time.

This paper is an extension of the already published research by the authors [7, 8] and is devoted to 
development of new techniques for effective power management of a solar car with an emphasis on the 
possibility of recalculating the strategy on demand. Suggested approach introduces notable differences 
in this process: the use of a modified track representation and the use of automatic differentiation in the 
solar car model for optimization purposes.

Route representation

Route data is introduced as an irregularly discrete set of points with the following information: lat-
itude, longitude and altitude. Lateral data is not needed, since “the lateral vehicle dynamics is omitted 
in simulations” [2], thus the latitude and longitude are converted into the distance from the start of the 
race to the point of interest. This is the most common representation and is usually shown on graphs as 
altitude versus distance (route profile). Next, the data is processed to obtain a representation convenient 
for modeling purposes: sections between the route points. These segments contain such information as: 
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distance between points, elevation difference and inclination angle, calculated based on the original 
data [3]. Route representation is shown on Fig. 1.

The problem is that routes are very long and contain a very large number of segments, which does 
not contribute to the complexity of the optimization process. Knowing this, existing approaches work 
with fairly sparse route data, where one segment corresponds to a route length of more than 5 kilometers 
[5], which may be sufficient for tracks with a low elevation profile, but not for tracks with high altitude 
variance. In the literature on solar-powered auto racing, the question of choosing the discreteness of 
the track has not yet been raised. Therefore, a modified track representation is needed that is as small as 
possible in terms of the number of segments while still providing adequate simulation results.

Two track data processing techniques are proposed, based on merging neighboring segments with 
recalculation of their characteristics: keeping only elevation extremum points and parametric segments 
merge based on the difference in inclination. Both methods consist of 2 stages: selecting track points 
to keep (points of interest, POI) and then recalculating segment characteristics based on the selected 
points. Methods are inspired by Zhang S., et. al [9], but for the stated altitude over distance route rep-
resentation.

When using the extremum point method, only points that are either above neighboring or below 
neighboring ones, or on the edges of plateau sections are saved in the POI list.

The parametric comparison is based on the slope angle since it is a normalized measure independent 
of the distance of each segment, which is vital for irregular grid representation. If the difference in a slope 
angle between adjacent track sections is less than a threshold value (k), then the shared point between 
the segments is added to the POI list. Threshold value of k = 0 will yield original track representation.

After the POI list is formed, the characteristics of new the segments are recalculated to obtain new 
values for the inclination angle and altitude. Instead of using only the information from the POI to con-
struct the new segments, we are suggesting recalculating the new segments data using all the information 
so that the characteristics of newly formed combined segments are the same, as if we had simply taken 
unprocessed segments between the same points.

In the usual building of track segments, characteristics such as latitude, longitude and altitude can be 
obtained by simple averaging between the edge points of the segment (3):

But since the merger occurs on an uneven distance grid between the new POIs, there may be differ-
ent altitude profiles with different average values, while having same altitude at POI. As a result, simply 
averaging data across POIs will produce wrong results. An example of this can be seen in Fig. 2, where 
the POIs are located at distances 1 and 4, and depending on the altitude profile, the true average value 
will be different compared to simple averaging by POI’s altitude, which will always yield 4 as a result.

Fig. 1. Route profile
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Fig. 2. Averages between POIs

Fig. 3. Modeling quality with different parametric track representation

To avoid this effect, we suggest to perform numerical integration using the trapezoid rule and then 
average over the distance between the POIs (4):

It is easy to see that in the case of the usual construction of segments without extracting POI, result 
will be the same as in (3), since k is equal to 2 and only one sum will be taken, so          term cancels. 
But if multiple segments need to be merged, this will provide true average value, which will give almost 
the same result when using the processed segments in the model as the original track representation.

Keeping only extremum points as POI allows to reduce the number of segments by approximately 3 
times. Parametric variation produces a wide range of results depending on the threshold value (Fig. 3, 
a). It is clearly seen that there is a certain interval of threshold values (k from 1 to 2.25), where the 
number of segments is greatly reduced, but the quality of the modeling does not suffer. An example of 
accumulated simulation error for k = 1.75 can be seen on Fig. 3, b. An energy difference of 5 W*h at 
the finish line is considered negligible, since it is less than 0.1% of the total capacity of the battery and is 
insignificant compared to the total energy consumption over the whole distance.

A numerical experiment was carried out, where the optimization process was carried out for the given 
problem (1) on routes of different lengths and different representations. Route representations used: 
unprocessed, the extrema method, the parametric method with k = 1.75. Optimization time and target 
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value (travel time) were measured. Fig. 4 shows that the developed methods show both better perfor-
mance and achieve better target values.

It is worth noting, that the optimization process does not converge on the original track representa-
tion after reaching a problem size of 250 route segments, and after reaching 750 segments for the ex-
trema method. The optimization process converges on routes of all sizes when using the parametric 
method. Convergence can be determined by the energy value at the finish line, it should be equal to zero. 
Otherwise, the solution is not optimal. A graph of the amount of energy at the finish is shown in Fig. 5.

Both the parametric method and the extrema method of simplifying the route representation make it 
possible to reduce the number of sections on the route without significant loss of quality, which leads to 
an improvement in both the performance and the convergence of the optimization process.

Automatic differentiation

Although the solar car model itself has already been described in the literature [10, 11], its implemen-
tation may differ in many ways. Ultimately, the model is built for use in the optimization process. And 
since optimization requires a lot of resources, its performance should be increased as much as possible.

Gradient-free optimization methods such as Nelder-Mead [12] or evolutionary strategies [13] are 
commonly used. The literature also describes the use of such 1st order methods as BFGS [14], but on-
ly using numerical differentiation, which is fraught with errors and requires additional function calls. 
However, literature review revealed no use of automatic differentiation in solar car models. Automatic 
differentiation [15–19] (AD, or differentiable programming) is a technique for automated building of a 
derivative of a program function, that operates with source code and overloads mathematical functions 

Fig. 4. Optimization and target time

Fig. 5. Energy at the finish line
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and operators with their derivative counterparts. AD allows to program only the original function and 
to get derivative version of that function automatically, which will yield the same result as in analytical 
(symbolical) differentiation. But to execute AD, it is necessary to comply with some restrictions on the 
code of the target function: it must be unary and must not call code written in another language, and 
must use a certain hierarchy of data types.

Using automatic differentiation in the model allows to generate functions that calculate gradients 
and Hessians. And having them, it will be possible to apply 1st and 2nd order optimization methods with-
out using numerical differentiation, which will lead to faster convergence.

Our model was adapted to use the automatic differentiation. A computational experiment was car-
ried out to optimize the stated problem using 0th and 1st order methods on problems of different sizes. 
Both optimization time and target values were recorded. Methods requiring gradients were tested us-
ing numerical differentiation (ND) and automatic differentiation (AD). The optimization problem was 
solved by using methods: Nelder-Mead [12], BFGS [14] and Conjugate gradient [20]. Results can be 
seen in Table 1. It is clearly seen that 1st order methods using automatic differentiation give both the best 
result and the best optimization time.

Table  1
Optimization of the stated problem with and without the use of automatic differentiation

Problem size 
(segments) Nelder-Mead BFGS with ND BFGS with AD Conjugate 

gradient with ND
Conjugate 

gradient with AD

Optimization time (seconds)

25 0.378 0.100 0.006 0.204 0.363

75 32.726 0.546 0.084 0.023 0.099

150 62.609 0.457 0.152 1.608 0.169

300 159.439 32.641 0.832 1.418 0.625

500 531.791 19.581 3.160 208.245 2.000

Target: travel time (seconds)

25 356.857 356.810 356.810 356.810 356.810

75 1992.816 1756.572 1676.040 1643.247 1578.299

150 4084.410 3756.140 3642.381 3504.665 3508.342

300 9526.859 8869.733 9020.479 7827.724 7870.441

500 16977.256 14209.110 14636.160 14037.576 13905.262

Software implementation

A typical technology stack for implementing software that includes modeling and optimization will 
require a variety of tools and technologies. Implementation of the model requires tools with appropri-
ate capabilities (e.g., Modelica, GPSS, SimPy, Simulink), formulation of the optimization problem 
requires an algebraic modeling language (e.g., AMPL, GAMS, Gekko) connected to the solver, and the 
application software is developed using a general-purpose language. This results in redundant integra-
tion code with additional performance overhead and possible errors. Using a multi-paradigm program-
ming language can help smooth out the corners and get all the necessary steps done.

Our software solution, called SPbPUStrat, is developed using the Julia programming language [21], 
which is a multi-paradigm language for scientific computing. The solar car and environment mod-
els are made in pure Julia and adapted to use automatic differentiation with ForwardDiff.jl package 
[22]. Optimization problem statement and optimization itself were performed using Optim.jl [23] with  
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interior point Newton method [24]. The applied software was created using the Genie framework [25]. 
Additional packages include CSV.jl [26], Dataframes.jl [27] and Distributions.jl [28]. Thanks to a uni-
fied ecosystem, development time was significantly reduced, and almost no integration code was writ-
ten. It also made debugging much easier and streamlined the delivery process.

The developed software is a client-server solution built according to the MVVM pattern. The soft-
ware consists of two modules: calculation module and dashboard project. Calculation module provides 
all the necessary methods for setting the optimization problem and getting the solution. Dashboard 
module provides the user interaction. User interface can be seen on Fig. 6.

Results and discussion

The use of automatic differentiation and simplified track representation in combination with earlier 
results were tested by calculating the power management strategy on the full problem size. For compari-
son purposes, naïve approach (one speed for the entire route) and common approach (reduced problem 
resolution, 50 inputs) approaches were also tested. The power management strategy was calculated for 
the case of weather disturbances in the middle of the journey, which significantly affects the energy 
supplies. The results can be seen in Table 2. Tests were performed on a following configuration: AMD 
Ryzen 9 5900X, 64GB RAM, Windows 10, Julia 1.9.4 x64.

Table  2
Overall performance and quality results

Approach Finish time Improvement 
(hours)

Calculation 
time (seconds)

Energy at the 
finish line (Wt*h) Scale

Naive 6d 05:17:01 –17.56 0.53 14683.0 Minimal (1)

Common 5d 11:42:68 0.00 14.4 1225.3 Reduced (50)

Proposed 5d 04:54:47 6.81 35.7 15.2 Full (10k+)

The naïve approach does not work well with weather disturbance. The speed has to be reduced to very 
low values to comply with energy constraints, resulting in much later completion times. The common 
approach does solve the weather problem and gives a better solution in terms of time. But it is clear that 
the solution is not optimal and there is a room for improvement, since the energy at the finish line is 

Fig. 6. Strategy dashboard
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above zero. The proposed methods provide a solution where the target value is 6.81 hours faster than the 
common approach, energy at the end is almost depleted.

Although the running time of the proposed methods is longer than that of other solutions, this is not 
a critical drawback. Typically, a recalculation of the power management strategy is necessary when the 
execution of the strategy begins to deviate from the original plan or when environmental conditions have 
changed, constant recalculation is unnecessary. The performance of the proposed methods is sufficient 
to perform calculations on request.

Conclusion

The problem of developing software for efficiently managing the energy of a solar car on a fixed route 
for racing is considered. The advantages and disadvantages of existing approaches were discussed. Op-
portunities for improvement were found in two areas: route presentation and automatic differentiation. 
The modified route representation made it possible to reduce the number of segments by up to 10 times 
without a huge loss in modeling quality. Automatic differentiation in the solar car model enabled the use 
of higher order optimization, resulting in better performance and convergence.

The proposed methods were implemented in the SPbPUStrat software solution, which allows the 
end user to recalculate the strategy on the fly during the race: this significantly improves strategic capa-
bilities and increases the chances of success.
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